Never a road too long for the ALL-AMERICAN SIX

Wherever you may go. From Maine to California. From Canada to the Gulf. The length and breadth of this great American continent... never a road too long for the All-American Six. For, so far as all, it’s reliable. It’s sturdy, built to endure... proved by pilothole testing. General Motors Proving Ground. From its whispering blades of an engine... to its Fisher bodies constructed of hardwood and steel.

There’s long life in ever assembly... in every component part, in the carefully adjusting, self-ventilating clutch... in the smooth-shifting transmission... in its perfectly matched connecting rods... in its rugged frame... in its powerful motor. When you set out in an All-American... no matter how far or how fast you may drive... you can be sure of your destination... in safety, in comfort, on time!

DOG COLLECTORS START IN COUNTY

Check F. W. Maude’s gallery, close to St. Paul. Dog breeder collectors are working today in every hamlet of the state. If you are interested in collecting dogs, you will find a large variety on the market. Some of the best breeders the breeders are offering are worth more than $200 each.

SHAW MOTOR SALES
700 S. WOODWARD AVE. PHONE 1160

OAKLAND
ALL-AMERICAN SIX

PRODUCT OF GENERAL MOTORS
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